The Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning (CETL) 2022-2023

CETL offers several workshops this month as part of the New Faculty Institute (NFI) and the Advanced Pedagogies Workshops (APW) as noted below.

PARTNERS IN PEER REVIEW
CETL trained nine faculty members to serve as Partners in Peer Review. Faculty interested in formative classroom peer observation to deepen their instruction, please email Margaret Hagood for more information. Formative peer review is voluntary. Faculty who choose to engage in peer review via CETL will retain all material generated by CETL. Peer observers include Tamara Butler (Libraries), Gabby Principe (Honors), Susan Flynn (SOE), Jessica Streit (SOTA), Norman Maynard (SB), Mike Duvall (HSS), Carmen Grace (LCWA), John Peters (SSM), and Susan Rozzi (SHS).

OCTOBER EVENTS

Wed., Oct. 12 3:00-4:00 Addlestone 227
NFI: Green Zone Training (with Jessica Wilkes, Program Director, Veteran & Military Student Services, and veteran students: Cambria Ferguson, Griffin Hogan, Jeptha Tanksley, Micah Watson, and Shane Schroeder)

Mon., Oct. 24 3:00-4:00 Addlestone 227
CETL NFI: Assessment and Student Feedback (with Tamara Pradel, TLT Instructional Technologist)

Tues., Oct 25 4:00-5:00 Addlestone 227
Tips from the REI Classroom. In this first “Tips” session Professors Shannon Eaves (History), Julia McReynolds-Perez (Sociology), and Jerome Stewart (Management) will discuss some of their experience teaching REI-related material.

Wed., Oct. 26 3:00-4:00 Addlestone 227
CETL APW: Beyond Syllabus Policies: Strategies that Help Students Take Responsibility for Their Learning (with Abe Saunders, CSL, and Debby Marindin, TLT Instructional Technologist)

NOVEMBER EVENTS

Mon., Nov. 7 2:00-4:00 Addlestone 360
Affordable Course Resources (with CofC librarians Kayla Kipps and Gretchen Scronce). REGISTRATION REQUIRED

RESOURCES

TLT October Resources: Assessment and Feedback

"Teaching: Is it time to redefine participation?" Beth McMurtrie The Chronicle of Higher Education
Preferred Name and Pronoun Information

Faculty who are interested in library-licensed OER or building OAKS-compatible reading lists from library materials (including online and physical reserves) are encouraged to get in touch with their liaison librarian. More info about OER can also be found on the Affordable Learning library guide.

IN THE COMMUNITY

November 4-13
Charleston Literary Festival
Current students, faculty and staff may register for complimentary tickets to sessions using the promotional code COLLEGE. The code will be applied at checkout and expires on October 21: https://www.charlestonliteraryfestival.com/program2022.